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NEW MINERAL NAMES*

Mrcnnel Frnrscnr,n. L. J. Cnnnr. G. Y. CHeo,qNp Aoorr PABST

Amicite*

A. Alberti, G. Hentschel and G. Vezzalini (1979) Amicite, a new
natural zeolite. Neues fahrb. Mineral. Monatsh., 481-488.

A. Alberti and G. Vezzalini (1979) The crystal structure of ami-
cite, a zeolite. Acta Crystallogr., 358,2866-2869.

Electron microprobe analysis (av. of l0) gave SiO2 36.38, Al2O3

29.46 Fe2O3, MgO, BaO traces, CaO 0.22, SrO 0.03, Na2O 8.22,
K2O 12.96, H2O (loss of wt. on dehydration) 12.80, sum lO(J.UlVo,
corresponding to K3 rrNa3 u,Ca6 65(417 B6Sis 24)032' 9.61H2O, or
KoNaoAlgSirO.2' l0H2O. TG and DTG curves are given; the lat-
ter shows a sharp peak at4O-I2O"C and a broad one at 260oC. An
infrared spectrum is given.

Single-crystal study showed amicite to be monoclinic, pseudo-

tetragonal, space group 1r, with a : 10.226, b : 10.422, c :

9.8844, B 88"19' ,  Z:  l ;  G calc. :2.146,  meas.  :  2.06.  The
strongest X-ray lines (48 given) are 7.295(55)(110), 4.220
(e0x2l r,r2r), 3.238(45)(310), 3.141(80x013), 2.722(t0o)
(132,32 t), 2 ;7 o4(so)(t 23\.

The mineral occurs as radial aggregates of small crystals (100-
200 microns), some showing forms {011}, {ll0}, rarely {lll} and
{l l0} . It is colorless, hardness low, av. n : 1.498, no cleavage. It
occurs in veins of melilite-nepheline volcanic rocks at H<iwenegg,
Hegan, Germany, associated with CaCO, (phase not specified)
and merlinoite.

The name is for Giovan Battiste Amici (1786-1863), physicist
and optician, inventor of the Amici lens. Location of type material
is not stated. M.F.

Anduoite

Chromium Group and Electron Probe Group, Institute of Utiliza-
tion, Chinese Academy of Geological Science; Platinum Group
and Electron Probe Group, Institute of Geology and Mineral
Resources, Chinese Academy of Geological Science; X-ray Lab-
oratory, Wuhan Geologic College; and X-ray Laboratory, Insti-
tute of Geology, Academia Sinica (1979) Anduoite, a new ruth-
enium arsenide. Kexue Tongbao, 15,704-708 (in Chinese with
English abstract).

Electron microprobe analyses of six grains, using sperrylite and
pure metals as standards, gave Ru 35.1, 31.4, 35.5,3J.61, 33.44,
33.89; Os 4.5, '1.4,5.5, 6.96, 7.5'1, 5.24; Ir  2.6, 0.8, 2.0,2.44,2.41,
2.20; Cu -, - ,  - ,  0.61, -,  - ;  As 57.0, 56. '1,56.9,56.51,55.74,57.06; Sb
-, -, -, 0.04, -, -; S -, -, -, 0.19, 0.20, 0.20; sums 99.2, 96.3, 99.9,
100.36, 99.36, 98.59 wt%o. The analyses correspond to

(Rue e62Oss 062116 636)Asq e7
(Ru6 67eOs6 , ,olro o,,)As, ,o

*Minerals marked with asterisks were approved before pub-
lication by the Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names
of the International Mineralogical Association.
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(Ru6 esoOsr 67alr6 e26)As1 e5
(Rua s56Os6 sq3lr6 s33Cu6 62aXAs1 e2sS6 615Sbs 0o1)

(Ru6,seaOso ' 6r116 663)(As 1 
"nnSo 

otr)
(Ru6 se6Oss s73lr6 63 r)As 1 e7s

The ideal formula is thus RuAs2.

Precession and Weissenberg X-ray studies show the mineral to

be orthorhombic, Pnnm or Pnn2, a : 5.41, b : 6.2M and c :

3.01L, z : 2; D calc. : 8.6928/cm3. Strongest lines of the X-ray

diffraction pattern (28 lines given) obtained with a home-made

Gandolfi+ype cam€ra are: 2.000(50X121), 1.920(l00X2l l),

r . s 0 l ( 9 0 ) ( 0 0 2 , 3 1 1 ) ,  1 . 2 1 0 ( 7 0 x 4 1 1 , 1 s 0 ) ,  1 . 1 8 7 ( 7 0 x 1 3 2 ) ,

1.133(80)(430), 1.095(90X341), 1.083(40X322). The mineral is iso-

morphous with omeiite (OsAs2, Am. Mineral., 64, 464, 1979) and is

thought to have the marcasite structure. An intermediate member

with a composition of (Ru,Os)As2 has also been found in the same

deposit.
The mineral is dull lead gray with metallic luster and grayish

black streak. It is brittle, not soluble in 1: I HNO3 and HCl. Under

reflected light in air the mineral is white with a pink tint, pinkish

brown next to ruthenian osmiridium. The bireffectance is notice-

able, from pinkish grayish white to pinkish white. It is anisotropic

from brownish yellow to grayish green, pale red to pale green. In

oil, the bireflectance is distinct and anisotropism pronounced,

from reddish yellow, greenish yellow to purplish gray. Reflect-

ances measured along the long side and the short side of a grain

are: 55.1, 49.5 (480); s3.7, 46.7 QaQ; 55.a, a6.a (s89); 62.5, 47 .3vo

(656nm).  VHNro:  l l20 ( l13l-1266),  VHN5o :1077.9.

The mineral occurs as massive grains or granular aggregates

(60-100p) in a chromium deposit related to augite peridotite and

dunite in Tibet. China. The host rock is an altered dunite. The

main ore mineral is chromian spinel with minor pyrite, pyfihotite,

marcasite, magnetite, chalcopyrite, molybdenite, galena, millerite,

and violarite. Other platinum-group minerals present are ruth-

enarsenite, sperrylite, ruthenian iridarsenite, irarsite, osarsite, os-

miridium. ruthenian osmiridium, laurite, and a new mineral

"ruaisite" (RuAsS). Anduoite and other arsenides and sulfarse-

nides, often distributed around the grains of rutheniridosmine, are

closely associated with irarsite and show replacement of irarsite.

The mineral has also been found in placers near the host rock

body with iridosmine, osmiridium, osmium, a Fe-Ru mineral, and

minor sperrylite, osarsite, ruarsite, iridarsenite, and irarsite. The

name is for the locality. Type specimens are deposited in the col-

lections of the Chinese Geological Museum.

Discussion

The symmetry and cell parameters of anduoite are closely com-

parable with those reported for synthetic RuAs2 (Pnnm, a : 5.41,

b : 6.17, c : 2.964; Heyding and Calvert, Can. J. Chem., 39, 955-

95'1, 196l). The material used for single-crystal X-ray work was

stated as a cleavage fragment, thus at least one set of cleavage is

present in the mineral. The new mineral "ruarsite" and the Fe-Ru

mineral "Ti Liao Kuang" should be fully documented, as the Fe-
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Ru alloy has not previously been found in nature. The mineral
ruthenian osmiridium reported in this paper may correspond to
ruthenosmiridium as defined by Harris and Cabri (Can. Mineral.,
12, lO4-112, 1973). If so, a formal documentation of the mineral
may prove worthwhile as so far only one grain of the alloy from
the Heazlewood district, Tasmania has been shown to be ruth-
enosmiridium (Cabri and Hanis, Can. Mineral., 13, 226-274.
1975).  G.Y.C.

Drugmanite*

R. Van Tassel, A. M. Fransolet and K. Abraham (1979) Drug-
manite, Pb2(Fe3+,Al)(PO4)r(OH).HrO, a new mineral from
Richelle, Belgium. Mineral. Mag., 43, 463467.

Drugmanite occurs as rare colorless transparent platy crystals
up to 0.2 mm, aggregated in bunches in vugs of a mineralized and
silicified limestone. Associated minerals are pyromorphite, angle-
site, corkite, and phosphosiderite. Microprobe analysis gave: p
8.89, Al 0.85, Fe 6.19 Pb 59.76Vo, leading to pba62(Fe1 

3leL.or)
PnooOtr_or'3Hro. The monoclinic crystals are {001} platelets
bounded by {l l0}. The space group is P2r/a, cell dimensions de-
termined by 4-circle diffractometer and refined from powder data
are: a : I l. 100(6), b :'7.97 6(4), c = a.6aa?) A, P : 90" t8(2),, Z :
2; D calc.: 5.55 g/cm3; strongest lines in the powder pattern are:
4.63(e)(00 l  ) ,  3 .7 s2( t  o)( t2o) ,3.350(8)(3 I  0) ,  3 .247 (8)(2r  t ) ,
2.912(9)(12l). The mean refractive index, n. calculated from re-
flectance measurements, is 1.87;2V,: 33!2"; a is approximately
normal to (001), the opric axial plane is (010), dispersion r < y

strong, measured birefringence on (001) sections is 0.020(2). The
name is for Dr. Julien Drugman, Belgian mineralogist (1875-
r9s0). A.P.

Girdite*, oboyerite*, fairbankite*, winstanleyite*

S. A. Williams (1979) cirdite, oboyerite, fairbankite, and winstan-
leyite, four new tellurium minerals from Tombstone, Arizona.
Mineral. Mag., 43, 45345'1.

These species were found in small amounts on the waste dumps
of the Grand Central mine, Tombstone, associated with many
other tellurites and tellurates, mostly as yet undescribed.

Girdite occtrs as dense, chalky, spherules up to 3 mm in diame-
ter, usually on fracture surfaces within sheared vein quartz gangue
or cutting a massive wallrock composed mostly of adularia. The
spherules are brittle, but the Mohs hardness is only 2. The average
of two chemical analyses after deduction for insoluble residue
gave: PbO 63.2 (65.4) TeO2 16.5 (15 6), TeO3 r8.2 (t'1.2), H2O 2.1
(1.8), reset to lNVq the figures in brackets being the ideal values
corresponding to the formula H2Pbr(TeO3)TeO5. Girdite is read-
ily soluble in l: I HNO3 and HCl. Dimensions of the monoclinic
c e l l  a r e :  a : 6 . 2 4 1 , ,  :  5 . 6 8 6 ,  c :  8 . 7 1 9 A ,  B : 9 1 . 4 1 , ;  Z :  l ;  D
meas. 5.5(2), calc. 5.49 g/cm3. Principal lines in the powder pat-
tern are: 3. l l(7)(200), 3.054( lOx I l2). 2.994(7 )(rr2), 2.842(8)(020),
2.102(7)(220), l;165(8)(204,312). Refracrive indices are a:2.44, B
: 2.4'7, f 2.48; 2Vo() is 70o, dispersion strong r > v; -y : D, B:[100]
is 34o in acute B. The name is for Richard Gird, mining engineer
and assayer, who assayed the first rich silver ores found at Tomb-
stone.

Oboyerite was found in only two hand specimens of rock con-
sisting mainly of fine-grained adularia (altered shale) hosting fine-
grained jarosite pseudomorphs after pyrite and partly filled or

0003-004x/80/0708-0809$00. 50

lined voids derived from galena. These voids are typically lined
with jarosite and in one case also with fairbankite crystals, coated
with clear botryoidal opal. Tiny milk-white spherules of fibrous
oboyerite are perched on the opal. H is estimated at 1.5; G meas. is
6.4(6). Chemical analyses on 954 pg after correcting for 16 pg in-
soluble gave: PbO 58.0 (58.6), CaO 0.3 (0.3), TeO2 22.1 (21.4),
TeO3 16.2 (15.7) HrO 4.2 (4.0), sum 100.8 (100.0), corresponding
to the formula HuPbu(TeO3)3(TeO6)2'2H2O with Pb:Ca : 5: l.
The minimum and maximum refractive indices, determined in S-
Se melts, are: d.: 2.24, f :2.26; optics suggest triclinic symmetry
but lattice dimensions could not be determined from X-ray data.
The five strongest lines of the unindexed powder pattern are: 3.180
'1,3-040 

1O,2.976 5,2.92'1 5,2.862 5. The name is from the first ini-
tial and last name of Oliver Boyer, one of two men who first
staked the Grand Central lode claim, the type locality.

Fairbankite crystals are colorless and clear with an adamantine
luster. They are brittle with hardness 2 and show no good cleav-
age. The specific gravity could not be determined due to paucity of
material. The mineral is slowly soluble in cold dilute HNO. and
HCl. Chemical analysis on a 272 pg sample, after correction for I I
pg opal and l3Vo anglesite, gave: PbO 58.3, TeO2 41.'1Vo, cnrre-
sponding closely to PbTeO3. Dimensions of the triclinic cell deter-
mined from rotation and Weissenberg patterns and refined from
powde r  da ta  a re :  a :7 -81 ,  b  =  7 .11 ,  c  :  6 . 96A ,  a :  l l 7 ' 12 ' ,  B :
93"47', 1 : 93"24'; if Z : 4, D calc. is7 .45 g/cm3. The four strong-
€ s t  l i n e s  o f  t h e  p o w d e r  p a t t t e r n  a r e : 3 . 2 6 5 ( 1 0 ) ( 2 t J ) ,
3. | 48(6X I l 1,020), 3.098(6)( I l2), 2.828(6) (r20,2r l). The refractive
i nd i ces  a re  a :2 .29 ,  B :231 , ' y : 2 .33 ,2V  (meas . ) :  86 ' ;  d i s -
persion is negligible. The name is for Nathaniel Kellogg Fairbank,
an important figure in the early development of Tombstone.

Winstanleyite occurs in fragments of a granodiorite dike that is
severely altered and caries 20-50Vo pyrite by volume. The pyrite
is leached and replaced by crystalline jarosite, chlorargyrite, and
rodalquilarite. Winstanleyite occurs with jarosite in some voids,
but only where the pyrite nucleated in biotite, hornblende, or
sphene. Most winstanleyite crystals are simple cubes, frequently
with concave faces. The Mohs hardness is 4 and the crystals are
tough and brittle with no observable cleavage. Chemical analysis
of two small samples contalainated by opal yielded: TiO, 11.0,
10.3,  Fe2O3 3.15,3.15,  TeO2 82.6,83.9,  sum 96.75,97.35Vo; remain-
der is opal. The sum ofTi+Fe is close to l/3 that ofTe. Ideal for
TiTe3Os is TiO2 14.3, TeO2 85 1Vo Th.e space group is 1a3 with a
: 10.963A. The four strongest lines of the powder pattern, which
resembles that of clifordite, are: 4.474(6)(2ll), 3.165(10)(222),
2.'l 4l(7 )(400), 1.938(8)(440). Winstanleyite is yellow, inclined to
tan or cream. The refractive index is 2.34(2\; alomalous birefrin-
genc€ up to 0.ll was observed. The name is for B. J. Winstanley,
amateur mineralogist of Douglas, Arizona, who called attention to
the mineral. A.P.

Holtedahlite*

Gunnar Raade and M. H. Mladeck (1979) Holtedahlite, a new
magnesium phosphate from Modum, Norway. Lithos, 12,283-
287.

Analysis by electron microprobe, using althausite as standard
(H2O and CO2 determined with Perkin-Elmer 240 elemental
analyzer) gave P2Os 41.19, CO2 2.06, MgO 50.01, MnO 0.06,
Na2O 0.22, F 0.34, H2O+ 6.22: lffi.l0, - (O : F20.14) :99.96Vo.

This corresponds to Mg1.e7(Po.e23Coozr) [Or.ezl (OH)o,r" ]
OHoezFo03) or neatly MgrPOa(OH). The infrared spectrum
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shows the presence of OH-, CO32-, and PO?-. Holtedahlite is the

Mg analogue of satterlyite (Am. Mineral., 64,65'7, 1979) and is di-

morphous with althausite.
Weissenberg and precession study show that holtedahlite is hex-

agonaf , space group P32 l, P3ml, ot Piml, a : I l. I 88, c - 4.97 51,

Z : 6: G calc. 2.936, meas. 2.94.

The strongest X-ray lines (35 given) arc 3.722(90)(ll2l)'

3.4',1 5 (5 0)(2021 ), 3. 234(30)(3030). 2. 7e6(30)Q240), 2.438
( r 00x224 l ). 2. t't 7 (30 t(04 | ). | .8se (30)Q244.

The mineral is colorless with vitreous luster. No cleavage, frac-

ture uneven. H 4yr-5. Optically uniaxial, neg., (t : 1.599, e :

t .597.
The mineral occurs in serpentine-magnesite deposits, Modum,

Norway, in irregular patches up to 0.5 x I cm, associated with

apatite, althausite, serpentine, and talc, and cut by veins of szaibe-

lyite.
The name is for Olaf Holtedahl (1885-1975), professor of geol-

ogy at the University of Oslo. Type material is at the Mineral-

ogical-Geological Museum, Oslo. M.F.

Imandrite*

A. P. Khomyakov, N. M. Chernitsova, S. M. Sandomirskaya and
G. L. Vasil'eva (1979) Imandrite, a new mineral of the lov-

ozerite family Mineralog. Zhurnal, I,89-93 (in Russian).

Analysis by electron microprobe gave SiO2 50.95, TiO, 0.95,
ZrO2 1.43, Fe2O, 5.47, MgO 0.26, MnO 2.30, CaO 12.00, NazO

26.66, sum lOO.OlVo, corresponding to NarrCarFel*(Si60rs)2.
Heating to 1000o caused a weight loss of 0.17o, with no change in

optics or X-ray pattern.

X-ray study showed imandrite to be orthorhombic, spatrc group

P n n m  o r  P n n 2 ,  a : 7 . 4 2 6 + 0 . 0 0 4 ,  b : 1 0 . 5 4 6 + 0 . 0 0 1 ,  c :
10.331t0.0014, Z : l; G calc. 2.92, meas. 2.93. The strongest
X-ray lines (60 given) are 3.73(50)(200), 3.33(60)(031), 2.63 (100)
(040), 1.853(70)(400), and 1.s20(50)(32s).

Color honey-yellow, luster vitreous. Optically biaxial, positive,

a :  1 . 6 0 5 ,  B :  1 . 6 0 8 ,  y : 1 . 6 1 2 , 2 V ( + 1  : 7 5 ' .

The mineral occurs as a rarity in anhedral grains up to l-3 mm
in a drill core in pegmatitic alkalic rocks of the hanging wall of

apatite-bearing strata ofthe Khibina deposits, near Lake Imandra,

Kola Peninsula. It forms rims around eudialyte and along frac-

tures in it. Associated minerals include adularia, alkali amphibole,
aegirine, eudialyte, and others.

The name is for Lake Imandra. Type material is at the Mineral-

ogical Museum, Acad. Sci. USSR, Moscow. M.F.

Liujinyinite (= Uytenbogaardtite)

Chen Zhen-jie, Guo Yong-fen, Zen Ji-liang, Xu Wen-yuan and

Wang Feng-ge (1979) On discovery and investigation of liujin-

yinire. Kexue Tongbao, 24, 843-848 (in Chinese with English

abstract).

Electron microprobe analyses of the mineral from Guangdong,

Anhui, and Gansu provinces gave respectively: S 10.7, 11.4, ll.7;

Cu 1.2,  - - ,  4 8;  Ag 52.7,67.7,52.O; Sb -- ,  2.3,  - ;  Au 35.9,  18.6,  30.5;

sums 100.5,  100.0,  99.0 wt%o. The analyses correspond to
(Ag2 e2Au 1 seCus I 1)S2, (Ag3 35Aus 5sXS r eosbo 1e) and (Ag2.53

Au6s5Cu6ar)S2, approaching the ideal formula (Ag3Au)S2.

The X-ray powder diffraction pattern of the mineral is basically
similar to that of the synthetic Ag3AuS2. The latter is indexable on

the basis of  a tetragonal  cel l  wi th a:9.75,  c:9.85A, and Z:8

0003-004x/80,/0708-08 r 0$00. 50

(Gtaf, Am. Mineral., 53, 496-500' 1968)' The strongest lines (20

given) are: 3.09(s), 2.86(5), 2.7r(9), 2.60(10), 2.12(5), l'89(5)'

1.84(s) .
Under reflected light the mineral is gray with a green tint. The

green tint is more pronounced in the Cu-bearing varieties. The

mineral is easily oxidized in air, producing a thin film of dark

brown coating on th€ surfaces. Some grains show weak ani-

sotropy. The reflectance is low, 19.37o (589 nm)' VHNro:76.19'

corresponding to 2.84 on the Mohs scale. The mineral is usually

fine-grained from several to more than l0 microns; the largest

grain is about l-2 mm long.

In Guangdong the mineral occurs in a migmatite as fissure-fill-

ing veinlets in pyrite-quartz veins and as milk-dropJike grains in

association with electrum, galena, and argentite in pyrite. In An-

hui the mineral occurs in close association with electrum and pyr-

rhotite in a disseminated copper deposit of the skarn type. In

Gansu the mineral mainly occurs in close association with elec-

trum in massive quartz-barite veinlets in a massive chalcopyrite-

pyrite-tetrahedrite-galena deposit. The name is for the composi-

tion (Liu : S, Jin : Au, Yin : Ag).

The mineral was synthesized hydrothermally at 200-450"C.

Electron microprobe analyses of three synthetic grains correspond

to (Agz 2sCu6 e3Au6 e;)Sz,  (Agz 53Au, 16)S, and (Ag2 33
Auq 16Cu6ss)S2. The X-ray powder diffraction pattern is com-

parable to that of the synthetic Ag3AuS2 of Graf (1968). For the

Cu-free and Cu-bearing compounds the reflectances arc 24.15 an.d

22.54Vo (589 nm), VHNro : 78-99 and 83.81. The synthetic com-

pound is steel gray with metaUic luster. D meas. 7.95g/cm3. Some

synthetic crystals are acicular to prismatic with square cross-sec-

tions. The DTA curve shows endothermic peaks at 100" and

t70"C and an exothermic peak at 400oC.

Discussion

Single crystal data and more detailed locality information are

desirable. G.Y.C.
The mineral is uytenbogaardtite (Barton et al', Can. Mineral-,

16, 65r--65't, 1978). M.F.

Maghagendorfite*, ferrowyllieite*, rosemaryite*,

wYllieite redefined*

Paul B. Moore and Jun Ito (1979) Alluaudites, wyllieites, arroja-

dites: crystal chemistry and nomenclatue. Mineral. Mag.' 43'

221-235 (one-page synopsis plus 8 pages of miniprint).

A nomenclature is proposed for the alluaudite and wyllieite

cornplex series which is based on sequentially distributing the cat-

ions in the cell according to increasing polyhedral size, matching

that size with increasing radii of the cations. For oxidized mem-

bers, the largest site may be partly occupied or empty after all cat-

ions have been distributed.
For a l luaudi tes,  the cel l  formula is  X(2)4X( I  )4

M(l)4M(2)8€Oo),2 and is written according to decreasing size of

discrete sites. The X(l) and X(2) sites are appended as suffixes in

the trivial nomenclature, that is specifu name-X(l)X(2), for ex-

ample, hagendorfi te-NaNa.

For wyl l ie i tes,  the cel l  formula is  X(2)aX( I  a) ,

X(lb)rM(1)4M(2a)aAlo(PO)p. Again the occupancies of the X

sites are appended to the specific name in the trivial nomenclature.

Three new names and one redefinition are explicitly reported to

have been approved by the Commission on New Minerals and

New Mineral Names (IMA).
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Maghagendofite. This new name is applied to a member of the
alluaudite series. An analysis of material from the Dyke Lode,
Custer, South Dakota, gave: Al2O, 0.01, Fe2O3 9.g9, FeO g.75,
MnO 20.42, MgO 5.06, ZrrO 0.23, CaO 0.86, Li2O 0.06, NarO 6.12,
K2O 0.0O, P2O544.32, H2O+ 3.06, insol. 1.03, sum99.83Vo. No fur-
ther information is given.

Ferrowyllieite. The mineral from the Victory mine, Custer
County, South Dakota, originally named wyllieite and assigned
the simplified formula Na2Fe?*Al(pOo)3 (Moore and Ito, Mineral.
Rec., 4, 13l-136, 1973), has been renamed ferrowyllieite. The
name wyllieite is now applied to a mineral from the Old Mike
mine, Custer, S. D., having a lower proportion of ferrous iron and
higher proportions offerric iron and manganese. In the following
listing of the analytical results for ferrowyllieite and for wyllieite
as redefined, the figures for the latter are given in brackets: .4,1203
7.9 (6.43), Fe2O3 0.33 (10.62), FeO 29.2 (14.73), Mno 4.3 (11.22),
MgO 1.97 (r.7r), ZnO 0.04 (0.41), CaO 2.5 (3.12), Li2O 0.01
(0.004), Na2O 8.0 (3.93), K2O 0.5 (0.5), PrOs 43.8 (45.4r), SiO2 0.8
(--r, HrO+ 0.70 (0.92), insol. nil (1.22), sum 99.56Vo (99.82Vo).

Rosemaryite. This new name is applied to minerals of the wyl-
lieite series in which Fe3* is the end-member composition over the
M(2a) position. The name is for Mrs. F. Rosemary Wyllie, the
wife of Professor Peter J. Wyllie. The name is applied to a mineral
from the Rock Ridge pegmatite, Custer, S. D. for which the ana-
lytical results are: Al2O3 6.90, Fe2O, 14.58, FeO l1.64, MnO 13.62,
MgO 0.47, ZnO O.02, CaO 1.81, Li2O 0.04, Na2O 3.40, K2O 0.00,
PzOs 43.84, SiO2 -----, H2O+ 1.73, insol. l.?8, sum 99.832o. No
further data are given.

The recommended nomenclature for these minerals is summa-
rized as follows:

Generic Name , M(za) M(l) Specfrc Name

wvllieites I 
".1* 

Fe2* ferrowyllieite

t F",* Mn2* wyllieite
unnamed Mn2* Mn2+ unnamed

rosemaryites J 
F"l* Fe2+ unnamed

'I 
F.,* Mn2* rosemaryite

In addition the names ferrohagendorfite and ferrorosemaryite
appear in the text but it is not specifically stated that they were ap-
proved by the IMA Commission. The name ferroalluaudite, which
also appears, had been used by D. J. Fisher (Am. Mineral.,42,66l,
1957) in the form "ferro-alluaudite", but not formally proposed as
a specific name. Referring to the actions of the IMA Commission,
the authors state "Although the objections raised were not scant,
the nomenclature and species were nevertheless approved." A.p,

Nichromite, cochromite*

S.A. DeWaal (1978) Nickel minerals from Barberton, South Af-
rica. VIII. The spinels cochromite and nichromite, and their sig_
nificance to the origin of the Bon Accord nickel deoosit. Bull.
Bur. Rech. Geol. Minidres, Sec. II, Gdot. Gttes Miniraux. 197g.
no.3,225-230.

These new spinels occur in the assemblage trevorite-liebenber-
gite-bunsenite lAm. Mineral., 58,733-735 (t973\; 57, 1524-1527
(1972);61,5O2 (1976)l as grains (av. diameter 2l microns). Elec-
tron microprobe analyses by E. A. Viljoen and E. van der Walt,
gave for nichromite and 3 cochromites NiO 15.86, 7.1l, 5.49, 7 .67;
CoO 12.49, 16.9, 16.70, t7.45; ZnO n.d., 0.59, 0.45, 0.59; MgO
O.40,0.76,0.82, 0.95; FeO (calc) 6.45,9.78, t0.98,7.45; MnO 0.21,
0.82,O.78,0.84; Fe2O, (calc) 12.06, 1.35, 1.03, 4.14; At2Or7.46,
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12.56, 9;77, 9.ll; CrrO, 45.56, 49.49, 53.39, 50.38; TiO, Ll3, 1.34,
1.08,  1.26;  SiO2 0.20,  0.13,  0.14,  sum 101.83,  100.83,  100.63,
99.95Vo. Stand,ards used were synthetic (Ni,Fe)S, CoS, and ZnS,
natural chromite, ilmenite, pyrope. The formulas for the nichro-
mite and the th i rd cochromite are,  resp. ,  (Ni ,  u,
Co2 37Mge ,,Mno orFe]+rr)(Crro 3 rFe32*6oAl 2 5rTio 24\o 32 and
(Nia 61Co1 71Zna r2Mg6.arMno 2rFe?+7e)(Cr,, or Alr orFe6 

"oTio 
,7)

O:2, FeO and Fe2O3 being calculated to the spinel formula.
The minerals are dark, probably black, luster metallic, streak

greenish-gray, fracture conchoidal. Isotropic in reflected light, re-
flectance of cochromite: 480 nm, 14.3; 546, 13.7; 589, 14.0: 656,
l3.9vo. Microhardness of cochromite 1.218 k5/mm2 at 50 g load.
Cubic, presumably Fd\m, a : 8.2924 for a cobaltoan chromite
with CoO 12.65, NiO 6.57Vo. X-ray power data are not given.

The names are for the compositions.

The minerals were formed by replacenent of chromite and are
rimmed by trevorite. M.F.

Tomichite*

E. H. Nickel and I. E. Grey (1979) Tomichite, a new oxide mineral
from Western Australia. M ineral. M ag., 4 3, 46947 1.

Tomichite, (V,Fe)oTirAsO,3(OH), was found in a single hand
specimen "reported to have originated at one of the gold mines at
Kalgoorlie in Western Australia." The specimen is mostly milky
quartz with some vanadian muscovite and irregular concentta-
tions of pyrite. Accessory minerals include rutile, calcite, and ca-
laverite. Tomichite occurs as small euhedral tabular crystals up to
1.5 mm in longest dimension, in quartz. The average of 4 micro-
probe analyses gave: VrO, 34.92, FerO3 I1.39, TiO2 37.42, As2O,
l l .3 l ,  Sb2O3 l .22,SiO20.2l ,H2O (calc.)  1.36,  sum 97.837o, lead-
ing to the idealized formula above. Tomichite is monoclinic, dif-
fraction symbol P2, /+; a : 7 .l l9(3), b : 14.17 6(5), c : a.992(2) A,

F : 105.05(l)', Z : 2; G meas. 4.16, calc. 4.422. Principal lines of
the powder pattem are: 3.092(4)(22), 2.836(9X13 l), 2.662(10)(231),
1.572(5X351). Cell dimensions, formulas, and powder patterns
show that tomichite is closely related to derbylite (M.A.'16-3291).
Tomichite is opaque, has a black streak, and is gray in reflected
light with measured reflectivity at 589 nm 16.6%o. T}rle Vickers mi-
crohardness, using a 50 g load, is 800+136 kg/nm2. No cleavage
was observed. The name is for Mr. S. A. Tomich, consulting geol-
ogist in Perth, Western Australia, who presented the specimen to
E. H. Nickel. A.P.

Yigezzite*

S. Graeser, H. Schwander, H. H,inni and V. Mattioli (1979)yigez-
zite, (Ca,Ce)(Nb,Ta,Ti)2O6, a new aeschynite-type mineral from
the Alps. Mineral. Mag., 43,459462.

Yigezzite occurs with other Nb-minerals such as pyrochlore,
columbite and fersmite in an albitic rock of presumably pegma-
titic origin near Orcesco, YalIe Yigezzo, Prov. Novara, northern
Italy. Electron microprobe analysis gave: CaO 12.0, Ce2O3 10.5,
TiO2 10.5, Nb2Oj 31.0, Ta2O, 36.0, sum 100.07o (this sum was
reached accidental ly)  leading to the formula (Cao rz
Ce6 2a)(Nb6 eTao ozTb s)Ou. The mineral is not completely homog-
eneous; Nb/(Nb+Ta) varies from 0.55-0.62. Yigezzite forms flat
prismatic crystals up to 2-3 mm long of an orange-yellow color. It
is orthorhombic, space grotp Pmnb, with a : 7.559=0.01, D :
I1.028+0.01, c : 5.36010.0O4 A, Z : 4; density not reported. The
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six strongest lines ofthe X-ray powder pattern are: 4.821(9X0ll),

3.784(8X200), 3.036(10)(03 l), 2.9't 4(ro)(2rr), r.7 t2e(6)(242),
I.6018(7X431). Vickers hardness VHN : 396 kglmm2, corre-
sponding to Mohs hardness 4j-5; fracture is conchoidal; cleavage

{100} distinct. Refractive indices are: a : 2.14, t : 2.115,2V(+)

large, a : c, B : b, t: o; though intensely yellow-colored, non-
pleochroic. A.P.

Vitusite*

J. G. Rlnsbo, A. P. Khomyakov, E I. Semenov, A. A. Voronkov

and V. K. Garanin (1979) Vitusite, a new phosphate of sodium

and rare earths from the Lovozero alkaline massif, KoIa, and

the Ilimaussaq alkaline intrusion, south Greenland. Neues

Jahrb. Mineral. Abh., 137,42-53.

Microprobe analyses from llimaussaq, Mt. Karnasurt, Kola,

and Mt. Sengistchorr, Kola, gave P2Os 36.27,35.92, 36.50; SiOz

O.25,  0.23,0.15;  Na2O 23.15,23.00,  22.5O; CaO 0.92,  1.22,  4;15;

La2O3 15.56, 9.25, 12.20; Ce2O3 19.95, 21.72, 16.50; Nd2O3 4.39,

7.69,4.33; PrrO3 I 24, 1.92, 1.13, sum 101.73, 100.95, 98.06Vo, cor-

responding to Na3(Ce,La)(PO4)2. A microchemical analysis from

Ilimaussaq agrees well with those given above. Vitusite is ieadily

dissolved by cold dilute HCI or HrSOn.
X-ray study shows the mineral to be orthorhombic, pseudo-

hexagonal, space group Pcmb or Pc2ft, a : 5.36, b : 18.68, c :

13.96A (Lovozero), a : 5.142, b: 18.680, c: 14.O62A (Ilimaus-

saq). The strongest lines (Ilimaussaq, 46 given) are 6.580(9)(012),

4.665(eX040,032), 4.634(e)(r2o), 3.5 l2(9XI40,I 32), 2.8 I I(I0X044),
2. 80 1 ( I 0X I 24), 2.6e0(e)( I 60), 2.67 | (9)(200), l.e3 5(e)(2,{4). There
are indications of a superlattice with a : 58.75A. When heated,

the mineral inverts to a hexagonal phase at 1050". The structure is
probably similar to those of aphthitalite, merwinite, and bredigite.

Vitusite is pale pink (Lovozero)(L), white to pale green (Ili-

maussaq) (I), luster vitreous; G 3.60 (L), 3.70(L); H 4.5(L). Cleav-

ages {100}, {010}, [00U. Optically, biaxial neg., refractive indices
(L),  a :  1.602,  P:  1.650,  I  :  1.654,  -2V :  30";  a:  1.604,  B :

1 .6465 ,  y :  r . 649 ,2V :28 .5 "  (D ;  X :  a ,  Y :  b .  Tw inned  a f t e r
(160) and (120).

Vitusite occurs in the natrolite zone of an alkalic pegmatite at

Mt. Karnasurt, associated with steenstrupine, belovite, neptunite,

leucosphenite, and sazhinite. At llimaussaq it occurs in a melano-

cratic nepheline syenite, with arfvedsonite, albite, microcline,

nepheline, sodalite, steenstrupine, and two probably new minerals.

The name is for Vitus Bering (1681-1141), the explorer of

northern seas. Type material is at the Fersman Mineralogical Mu-

seum and the Museum of I M G R E, Mosmw (L) and at the Geo-

logical Museum, University of Copenhagen (I). M.F.

Unnaned Ca-analogue of birnessite

F. V. Chukhrov, A. I. Gorshkov, A. V. Sivtsov and V. V. Ber-

zovskaya (19'1.9) A new l4A mineral of the birnessite group in

deep-sea micronodules. Nature, 280, 137.

Study of Mn oxides collected from a depth of 5520 m from the

Atlantis fracture zone, Atlantic Ocean, showed the presence of two

minerals. One is hexagonal birnessite, a : 2.84, c : 7.07A. The

other is orthorhombic with a : 8.52, b: 15.1, c : 14.1A, occur-

ring as elongated platelets. Analysis showed only Mn and Ca. The

mineral is therefore the Ca-analogue of birnessite. M. F.
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Unnamed iridium disulfide

Ying-Chen Jen and Yu-Jen Teng (1973) Isomorphous system

RuS2-OsS2-IrS2 and the mineral system PdS-PtS. Geochimica,

No. 4,254-263 (Chinese with English abstract).

A new mineral was reported as the IrS2 end member of the laur-

ite-erlichmanite isomorphous series, from Pt-bearing chromite ore

occurring mainly in dunite at locality C, China. The members of

this series usually occur as crystals with octahedral, cubic, or do-

decahedral forms. The grains are brittle, steel gray to silver white,

with a metallic luster. Under reflected light in air, the mineral is

greyish white with a bluish tint. Isotropic and reflectances for anal.

No. I I are: 46.2 (480 nm), 'M.8 (500 nm), 43.8 (520 nm)' a3'0 (540

nm), 42.5 (560 nm), 42.2 (58O nm), 42'0 (600 nm)' 41'8 (620 nm)'

41 6 (640 nm), 41.5 (660, 680 and 700 nm). VHNr : 1200 (av' of 5

meas.) and varies with composition' Microprobe analyses for two

grains, analyses 11 and l0: Ir 53.6,49.3; Os 17.1,20.8; Pt0.2,0.2;Fe

1 .0 ,1 .4 ;  N i  1 .4 ,1 .5 ;  Cu  1 .6 ,1 .7 ;  Co  0 .5 ,0 .6 ;  S  21 .8 ,23 .9 ;  sums

97.0,99.\Vo, corresponding to (Ir,Os)S2. Cell edge for both grains is

5.6404, probably Pa3 space group.

Discussion

The authors' suggestion of complete isomorphism in the RuS2-

OsS2-IrS2 system, on the basis of mineral analyses, appears rea-

sonable and the mineral may thus be considered a new species

with ideal end-member IrS2 (see lrn. Mineral',61, 186' 1976). The

analyses, however, calculate to (Iro?4oso24metalsots)S1g1 and

(Ir66aOq27metals621)S, s7, based on 3 atoms. Also, synthetic IrS2

is reported to be orthorhombic (Hulliger, Nature' 2M, 644-646,

1964). therefore due account must be taken in fully characterizing

the species. L.J.C.

Unnamed manganese silicate

C. M. Gramaccioli, W. L. Griffin, and Annibale Mottana (1979)

Preliminary data on a probably new mineral from the Molinello

mine, Genova. Rend. Soc. Ital. Mineral' Petrol., 35, 145-149 (in

Italian).

The mineral occurs as small grains of a bright orange color in

quartz veins cutting braunite. Microprobe analysis gave SiO2 30.0'

MnO 47.6, CaO 0.7, FeO 0.l%a, Mg, A| Ti, Na absent. The X-ray

pattern could not be identified; the strongest lines (22 given) are

3.2s3(100), 3. l4e(65), 3.028(65), 2 734(s3), 2.607 (s8), 2.4eo(60).
These were provisionally indexed on a monoclinic cell, space

group P2r/n,  a:6.6 '11,  b :  19.915,  c :  7.581A, F:  95.6 ' .  M.F.

Unnaned titanate

S. E. Haggerty (1978) The Allende meteorite: solid solution char-

acteristics and the significance of a new titanate mineral series

in association with armalcolite. Proc. 9th Lunar Planetary Sci.

Conf.,1, 133l-1344.

Inclusions in the Allende meteorite consist ofanorthite, fassaite,

spinel, olivine, and interstitial elongate crystals of armalcolite and

a new titanate. The crystals range frorn less than l0 microns to 100

microns, av. 20 microns. Opaque, white in reflected light' reflec-

tivity about lgEo, sl.ron9ly anisotropic in shades of gray or white'
'Judged to have orthorhombic or trigonal symmetry."
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Microprobe analyses of 16 samples are given, as calculated to a
basis of 70, which requires that part of the Ti be calculated to
Ti2O3. The analyses gave TiO2 78.8-85.0, CaO 2.3_10 7, MgO 1.3_
9.0, Al2O3 1.0-3.2, FeO 0.4-9.8, Ct2O3 0.22_3.50, MnO 0.02_
0.32Vo. As calculated, the average content (to 7O): TijjrTilj6_
A16.,2Cro.6rFee.6sMgs.33Cae.35Or. These may represent a series
from (Ca,Mg,Fe,Mn)Ti1+07 to (Ti3+,Cr,Al)2Tlt*C.1.It is also pos_
sible that the mineral is related to the crichtonite series, AM2r03s.
No X-ray data were obtained. M,F.

Unnamed platinum arsenosulfi de

P. K. Chang, C. M. Yu and C. y. Chiang (1973) Mineralogy and
occurrence of the platinum-group elements in a chromium de_
posit in northwestern China. Geochimica, No. 2,76_g5.

A new mineral was reported in concentrates from chromite ore
in northwestern China. The mineral is usually intergrown with
irarsite, olivine, and chromite; isolated crystals are rare. Under re_
flected light in air the color is pink, bireflection is distinct, and re_
flection pleochroism is from light pink to light brown. The ani_
sotropy is from grayish-brown to brown. Reflectance is 36Zo (red),
37.6Vo (green), 35.2Vo (orange). VHN" : g0G-1450. Microprobe
analysis gave Pt  43.5,1r  2.9,  As 43.g,  S l l .0;  sum l0 l . lZo.

Discussion

The authors present the mineral as (pt,Ir)AsS but the analysis
does not correspond to this stoichiometry. A better possibility is
Pt,.",Iro.,rAsr.o2S2 e4 or (Pt,Ir)rAsrS., based on l0 atoms. This may
be a new species requiring X-ray data for characterization. L.J.C.

Unnamed platinum-iridium_iron allov

Same reference.

Two euhedral crystals were found in concentrates from chro-

Microprobe analysis gave Pt 66, lt 26, Fe g; sum 100%.

Discussion

The analysis calculates to pt2.1elro..sFese3, based on 4 atoms,
close to the authors'suggested ptrlrFe stoichiometry. If a new spe_
cies, this may be the iridium analogue of tulameenite (Am. Min_
eral., 59,383-384, 1976). L.J.C.

NEW DATA
Delvauxite, boiickfite, and foucherite

F. Cech and P. Povondn (1979) A re-examination of boiickfite.
Tschermaks Mineral. Petrog. Mitt., 26,79-96.

New chemical and physical data are given for 4 samples labeled
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delvauxite and boiickfite. The set includes delvauxite from the
type locality at Berneau, near Vis6, Belgium and boiicklite from
the type localities at Leoben, Austria, and Nenacovice, Czech_
oslovakia. All of these minerals are X-ray amorphous and opti-
cally isotropic. DTA and TGA curves and IR absorption spectra
of the samples examined are nearly identical. Chemical analy_
ses for  the 4 samples correspond to the formula
(ca,Mg)(Fe3+,Al)3GO4,SO4,CO:)z(OH)a. nH2o, wirh u varyrng
from 4 to 5.5 according to the new analyses, from 3 to 7.5 accord_
ing to old analyses (1854 and 1867). The indices of refracrron are
variable for the samples from each locality, but all are within the
range 1.610-1.650, most in the range 1.620-1.645. Delvauxite,
boiickfite, and foucherite are probably identical, but no nomen_
clatural suggestions can be made until the type material of del_
vauxite (not just material from the type locality at Berneau,; rs re-
examined.

Discussion

If the identity of these "species" is established or accepted, the
name delvauxite, given by Dumont in 1838, would have priority.
A.P.

Violan = Mn-bearing omphacite and diopside

A. Mottana, G. Rossi, A. Kracher and G. Kraut (1979) Violan re-
visited: Mn-bearing omphacite and diopside. Tschermaks Min-
eral. Petrog. Mitt., 26, 187-201.

Violet clinopyroxenes ("violan") from the manganese deposit
of Praboma, near St. Marcel (Aosta Valley, Italy) occur in two
different varieties: euhedral crystals grown in vugs and massive
lamellar to fibrous aggregates. The euhedral crystals are pre-
dominantly P2 / n omphacite wirh (Di+ H d+ J o) / (Jd+ Ac+ M njA
ratio close to unity. The lamellar aggregates consist mainly of dis_
ordered A/c impure diopside with alternating patches of pure
diopsidic and moderately omphacitic composirions. The deep vio-
let color, occasionally shading to blue, is presumably due to the
presence of both Mn3* and Mn2* ions. Detailed crystal structure
determinations and EPR spectra investigations, however, did not
clearly solve the question ofthe oxidation state ofmanganese be-
cause of the low amounts of manganese present in ,.violan.,' 

Crys-
tal structure determination and microprobe analyses nevertheless
clearly showed that "violan" is not a mineral species. The name
should therefore be reserved for the "ex-colore', violet varieties of
both diopside and omphacite. (Authors abstract)

Discussion

"Violan" is not listed in Fleischer's 1975 Glossary of Mineral
Species. In Strunz' Mineralogische Tabellen, 5th ed., 1920, it is
listed only in the index in light type, r'.e. not as a specres name,
thus "Violan, blauer Diopsid." Two rec.ent publications give fur_
ther information on "violan": M Bondi, A. Mottana, G. Kraut
and G. Rossi (1978) Cristallochimica del violano e della scheffe_
rite di St. Marcel (Valle d'Aosta), Rend. Soc. It. Mineral. petrogr.,
34, 15-25; and P. Brown, E. J. Essene, and D. R. peacor (197g)
The mineralogy and petrology of manganese-rich rocks from St.
Marcel, Piedmont, Italy, Contrib. Mineral. petrol., 67, 227_232.
A.P.
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DISCREDITED MINERALS

Lavrovite = chromian dioPside

Schmetzer, K. and J. Ottemann (1979) The identity of lavrovite'

Neues Jahrb. Mineral. Monatsh., 189-192 (in German)'

Probe analysis of lavrovite from the type locality, Sludyanka'

USSR, gave SiO2 54.82, Al2O3 0.83, V2O3 0.01, Cr2O7 2.26, FeO

5.92, MgO 14.17, FeO 5.92, total 98.86Vo Lavrovite is therefore a

chromian diopside. M.F.

Mossite

P. J. Dunn, R. V. Gaines, and R. Kristiansen (1979) Mossite dis-

credited. Mineral. Mag-, 43' 553-554'

The status ofmossite as a trirutile has been questioned by sev-
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